Kid’s integer card game. A game for three (2 players and 1 score keeper). You need a regular deck of cards.

1. Score keeper removes the face cards or assigns a value to them.
2. Use the Ace as the number one.
3. Score keeper shuffles the cards
4. Score keeper divides the deck evenly between the two players.
5. Players will play the card from the top of their pile each time.
6. Score keeper determines who called out the right answer first and keeps track of points.
7. THE PLAY IS: Each player reveals their top card at the exact same time. The goal is to be the first player to yell out the sum of the two cards with red cards being negative and black cards positive.
8. The first player to yell out the correct total of the two cards gains a point.
9. After one player reaches 10 points that player wins the round and the score keeper becomes a player and loser become the score keeper. As soon as one person wins 3 rounds the game is over.